NAGICO 2012 Agents Conference and Awards
The 2012 NAGICO Christmas Dinner and Employee Awards dinner
was nothing short of successful. Management, staff and agents of
NAGICO came out elegantly dressed with their respective guests
and family to participate in the event.
The event followed the annual Agents Conference which featured
an inspiring motivational presentation and workshop by published
author; Leslie Bendaly whose theme was focused around
‘Connect’. She used humorous video clips, quotes and excerpts
from motivators like Will Smith and her book “Winner Instinct’.
All this was reinforced by CEO of the
NAGICO Group; Imran McSood Amjad, in his
address at the Awards dinner in which he
thanked his employees,
agents and
family collectively for their efforts and hard
work which has transformed NAGICO into a
leading regional insurance provider. Mr.
McSood took a moment to remind his
audience that when each person, no matter how irrelevant their
task may seem, performs it to the best of their abilities, we all
succeed.
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NAGICO collaborates with the St. Maarten
Police Force
Everyday around the world, at least
3,500 people are killed in violent road
accidents.
Unfortunately
in St.
Maarten we are faced with several
annual fatalities, some that could be
prevented. The frequency and severity
of these accidents is reason for
concern. Therefore NAGICO supports the 'Safety Starts With You'
campaign the St. Maarten Police Force embarked on .
The campaign is aimed towards creating awareness and changing
driving behavior in an effort to minimize the number of road
fatalities and traffic accidents. This road safety campaign will run
for a course of 6-12 months during which billboards, road signs,
ads and posters will be used to communicate road safety
messages to the general public.
NAGICO will also be getting the community involved in raising
awareness for this cause by having local businesses participate in
a Road Safety Basketball Tournament. This will allow companies
in St. Maarten to all meet together for a fun and exciting event for
a good cause. All proceeds from this event will go towards creating
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billboards and signs for the “Safety Starts with You” campaign.
You too can take part in raising awareness for this cause by being
a good example to other drivers on the road. Be a responsible
driver by wearing your seat belt, not using your phone while driving
and not driving under the influence.
Read More on how to be a responsible driver.

Why Choose NAGICO Auto Insurance?
It is required by law to have basic
insurance on your motor vehicle, to be
road worthy. Is your motor vehicle ready
for inspection? Do you have the best
vehicle insurance available out there?
Instead of settling for basic insurance, why
not sign up for the NAGICO Auto
Insurance policy, where you get added
benefits, better coverage and excellent service all for one
affordable price.

Why Choose
NAGICO Auto
Insurance?

At NAGICO we have a highly qualified and friendly staff that always
puts our clients first; we pride ourselves in making the NAGICO
experience one to remember. Not many insurance companies can
boast about their claims process, but at NAGICO fast and fair is
our motto. In addition to our superb coverage, NAGICO offers free
Emergency Roadside service to all our policy holders. We also
offer discounted No Claim which matures each year providing that
the insured remains claim free. So when you think of buying
insurance, don’t settle for less, buy the best, at NAGICO!
To find out if NAGICO Auto Insurance is available in your area,
please visit us on our website nagico.com
Read More

Road Safety Tips
Don't use your phone while
driving. Whether it's a quick call or
just reading a short message, using
your phone while driving can distract
your attention from the road and lead
to accidents.
Be sure to always wear your seat beat even if you're sitting
in the back seat, unbelted rear passengers could kill or seriously
injure the front seat passenger and driver in the event of a collision.
Don't drink and drive if: you've had a drink or two be sure to
have a friend drive you home. Any alcohol even a small amount
could impair your driving.
Don't Speed.
Observe and anticipate other road users and use your
mirrors regularly.
Always keep a one car gap between you and the car infront.
Be sure to wear a helmet when riding a motor cycle.
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Road Safety Tips

Give preference to pedestrians; especially children and
pregnant women.

Up Coming Events
NAGICO Bahamas Branch Office Grand Opening
NAGICO Trinidad Rebranding
NAGICO to NAGICO Cycling Race (St. Maarten/St. Martin)
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